NOW PLAYING:
ON A DATE (to be in your life)

[bus driver just got home from work]
[country music is so much better than that]
[million dollar baby girl is so cute…]
…people are just a little too late…
CRUSH on someone else’s life!
I'm not sure how I can see it
Cézanne to get my nails done
as well as other reviewers who are not
smaller than the other hand
in my head. Heaven
and Earth
and a great way of saying
that it was not
immediately
clear. Floated the idea
of the day
after
death by a few
Words cannot express
my gratitude
for the rest

onward to the point

time to go back in my head.
Don't forget about the future
dreams are made of glass
sweet tea from a few years back
papa bear
in the morning,
is going
on

with

the

same

HONEY & LEMON
trouble with the same mistake
of a few days
and I'm still waiting
PERFECT WEATHER
will you ever just sit
green tea and a lot more to do
nearly all
gold medals (at least one)
nearly all
showrooms (to get a job
in the world) nearly all heartbreaks
are unforgettable
goodbye to

my house
night in
with my
family

I wanted to work through my emotional response to Spotify’s “Discover Weekly” feature, a collection of thirty songs
suggested weekly by a taste-making algorithm. I felt like the playlist made some expert narrative decisions, but maybe ones
meant for a life that wasn’t mine, as if I’d gone to a movie theater, sat down, dipped my hand into the sour patch
watermelons, and let a film become my life for a time. I decided that the iPhone’s auto-predict feature—which gives three
options after each word that you type as potential next words—was a close verbal approximation to “Discover Weekly”.
I chose a word from a) the title of the song or b) the artist’s name, for each of the thirty options in the playlist, and then
used the auto-predict feature to write a line until I felt it had reached its logical conclusion. Each line is replicated here,
word for word, though it may be spread across multiple lines and tweaked with punctuation.
Of course, the choice of what word to begin with, what word to continue with, and when to end the phrase, were all ways to
embed myself into the creative process of the line’s construction. My choices were inevitably influenced by the thoughts in
my mind that day. After the fact, my assembly of those lines into a poem gave me the chance to adopt the auto-predict
results into my own vocabulary, just as when we favorite/star tracks from Spotify’s suggestions.
In order to balance Spotify’s musical offering, I’ve also created a playlist of my own, based on the poem. It’s called “NOW
PLAYING”. I wonder how it compares to what you got from “Discover Weekly” this week.

	
  

